
1: part 1  2 Break off &  of the
    weakened section on
    relevant side of the cover.

    
    Using a file, smooth off rough edges.

2: Insert activating latch into
    left or right hand side of
    front cover, depending on
    which way door opens and
    secure with super glue

FITTING UNIT
(Door you  to open)

 - TYPE 2
push

2: part 1 Break off . of the
    weakened section on
    relevant side of the cover.

    
    Using a file, smooth off rough edges.

4:      
     

 Stick striking plate  on
door frame in line with

    actuating arm

1: Fit actuating arm on left or
    right side of back plate,
    Depending on which side
    door opens.

FITTING UNIT
(Door you  to open)

 - TYPE 1
pull

For Video of fitting instructions please log onto www.handlehygiene.com
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4:      
     
    

 Stick striking plate on
door frame as shown and
set unit so activating latch

    lines up with striking plate.

(fig: 1)

(fig: 2)

(fig: 1) (fig: 2)
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3:

fig.1 

        fig. 2

 Place back plate at correct
    height above handle,
    aprox 150 - 175mm and mark,
    wipe the area clean with an
    alcohol wipe and simply stick
    the unit to the door. See 

Support with the support bracket as shown in   
    

unit 
(fig: 1) (fig: 2)

3:

fig.1 

        fig. 2

 Place back plate at correct
    height above handle,
    aprox 150 - 175mm and mark,
    wipe the area clean with an
    alcohol wipe and simply stick
    the unit to the door. See 

Support with the support bracket as shown in   
    

unit 
(fig: 1) (fig: 2)



5: a. Insert cartridge into unit and close,
        ensuring activating latch is fully
        protruded.
    b. Place on door with activating latch
        in line with striking plate. 
    c. Press unit firmly against striking plate until
       activating latch is completely compressed.
    d. Mark position of unit while latch is still compressed
    e. Remove cover and cartridge
        and fit backplate as marked usingper pre  position  

provided.       screws  
    f. Insert cartridge and apply cover. 

4: To close, place both locking pins on inside
    of front cover      into slots on top of
    back plate     . Press closed at bottom.

INSERTING A CARTRIDGE

1: Remove cap from new cartridge

2:   Prime cartridge by spraying 1 or 2 times

3: Ensure cap cover arm      is located in correct position on
    the backing plate

CHECKLIST: (before fitting)
What type Door.

1: Does door open from left or right, in or out?

2: Is it a pull handle, lever handle or door knob?

3: Is there a door closure?... this may need adjustment...

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

4: Insure striking plate fits on frame

Important: Note that the atomised spray from the dispenser is not aimed
directly onto the handle. It is intended to spray down parallel to the handle
- so that the air displacement (draft) created by the closing motion of the
door causes the mist to wrap around the handle. *As the air displacement 
created when the door is closing can vary from door to door it means the
height of the unit above the handle can vary also.
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For optimum results from the
Handle Hygiene unit adjust the
speed of door closure using
speed controls as required. (fig: 1)(fig: 1)


